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UM Research Repository

- UM Research Repository is an open access digital archive containing the details of published and unpublished research work produced by the University of Malaya researchers.

- Established to provide a deposit service for the academic staff and researchers.

- It is an initiative of the UM Library.
Welcome to UM Research Repository

The University of Malaya Research Repository is an open access digital archive containing the details of published and unpublished research work produced by the UM researchers. It has been established to provide a deposit service for the academic staff and researchers. It is an initiative of the UM Library.

Search Repository

Search the repository using a full range of fields. Use the search field below for a quick search.

Latest Additions


Meng, N.Y. Islamisation and ethnic identity of the chinese minority in Malaysia. Other. [s n]. (Unpublished)

Keat, V.C.; Kaur, K. Citation study of US dissertations for collection development. [s n]. (Unpublished)

Kaur, K. Emerging roles for the librarian in problem based learning. [s n]. (Unpublished)

More...

There are 1001 public records in this repository.

UM Research Repository supports OA LIC with a base URL of http://reprints.umn.edu/rsl/umr.
Advantage

- **Wider dissemination**
  E-print repositories enable free worldwide web-based access to research outputs.

- **Increased impact**
  Studies show that research deposited in open access repositories have considerably increased impact as citation rates rise.
Advantage

- **Increased visibility of research**
  UM Research Repository conforms to the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) standards. Will be indexed by Google.

- **A showcase for research**
  The repository provides a means to bring together your research output. The repository can be linked from your research centre or faculty web pages.
Advantage

• Can be used as digital repository for faculty: local research by the lecturer and researcher.

• Helps student to get local content research done by our staff/lecture/researcher.
Eprints common terms

• **Work Area**
  - Is the main logged in area depositor will use for creating and interacting with their deposited items

• **Review**
  - Is the area managed by editors, which deposited items will be submitted to whilst their approval.
• **Live**
  – Is the term for deposited items that have been approved by an editor and are viewable by external visitor to the repository

• **Retired**
  – Refers to deposited eprints which have been withdrawn, but will not be available to external visitors to access/download.
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There are 1001 public records in this repository.

UM Research Repository supports OA 2.0 with a base URL of http://eprints.um.edu.my/xmlui/
Workflow

- Work Area
- Review
- Live
- Retired
CREATE ACCOUNT
http://eprints.um.edu.my/
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Fill in this form. Please use your UM MAIL to register. Check your mail to activate the registration.
DEPOSITOR WORKFLOW

http://eprints.um.edu.my/
Depositor workflow

- Manage deposits
- New Item / Import
- Edit item

1. Type → Upload → Details → Subjects → Deposit
Links details

Save and to retrieve back material depositor need to check at UserWork Area page

Exit and cancel the process

Proceed to next Edit item links

Edit item links

Type → Upload → Details → Subjects → Deposit

Save for Later → Cancel → Next >
There are 18 type of materials in Eprints. Depositor need to choose one and click “NEXT”.

**Type of material**

- **Article**
  - An article in a journal, magazine, newspaper. Not necessarily peer-reviewed. May be an electronic-only medium, such as an online journal or news website.

- **Book Section**
  - A chapter or section in a book.

- **Monograph**
  - A monograph. This may be a technical report, project report, documentation, manual, working paper or discussion paper.

- **Conference or Workshop Item**
  - A paper, poster, speech, lecture or presentation given at a conference, workshop or other event. If the conference item has been published in a journal or book then please use “Book Section” or “Article” instead.

- **Book**
  - A book or a conference volume.

- **Thesis**
  - A thesis or dissertation.

- **Patent**
  - A published patent. Do not include as yet unpublished patent applications.

- **Artefact**
  - An artist's artefact or work product.

- **Show/Exhibition**
  - An artist's exhibition or site specific performance-based deposit.

- **Composition**
  - A musical composition.

- **Performance**
  - Performance of a musical event.

- **Image**
  - A digital photograph or visual image.

- **Video**
  - A digital video.

- **Audio**
  - A sound recording.

- **Dataset**
  - A bounded collection of quantitative data (e.g. spreadsheet or XML data file).

- **Experiment**
  - Experimental data with intermediate analyses and summary results.

- **Teaching Resource**
  - Lecture notes, exercises, exam papers or course syllabuses.

- **Other**
  - Something within the scope of the repository, but not covered by the other categories.
If depositor have full text of the article, depositor can upload it in the system. Click CHOOSE FILE to upload the full text. Depositor may skip this process if the materials is still under copyright embargo.
Filled out the required

- Title field
- Creators field
- Refereed field
- Status field
- Journal or Publication Title field
- Contact Email Address
- Uncontrolled Keywords
As an editor of this item you can move it into review without first resolving the problems identified otherwise click Save for Later to fix these problems later.

For work being deposited by its own author: In self-archiving this collection of files and associated bibliographic metadata, I grant UM Research Repository the right to store them and to make them permanently available publicly for free online. I declare that this material is my own intellectual property and I understand that UM Research Repository does not assume any responsibility if there is any breach of copyright in distributing these files or metadata. (All authors are urged to prominently assert their copyright on the title page of their work.)

For work being deposited by someone other than its author: I hereby declare that the collection of files and associated bibliographic metadata that I am archiving at UM Research Repository) is in the public domain. If this is not the case, I accept full responsibility for any breach of copyright that distributing these files or metadata may entail.

Clicking on the deposit button indicates your agreement to these terms.
Hands on

- Create account
- Deposit item
- Copyright issues
Contact us

- Information Systems Division, University of Malaya Library.
- Contact us @
  - eprints@um.edu.my
  - Mr. Faizal Hamzah: 603-79677745, faizal586@um.edu.my